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Abstract

In the elderly population, at least 10% of those over 65 years old and 50% of those over 80 years old experience a decline in cognitive function that varies from a cognitive decline due to normal aging (age-associated memory impairment/AAMI) to a mild cognitive decline (mild cognitive impairment/MCI) and dementia. Dementia is an intellectual disorder that affects the cognitive function, memory, language function, and visuospatial function that causes irreversible changes. Many studies have stated that lifestyle management in the form of increased physical activity has a protective effect on impaired cognitive functions, inhibits cognitive function decline, and even improves cognitive function in healthy elderly people and elderly with mild cognitive impairment to dementia. Low impact aerobic exercise is a physical activity that is useful and suitable for the elderly. This study aimed to determine the effect of low impact aerobic exercise on the cognitive function of elderly people with dementia. This was a quasi-experimental study with one group pretest-posttest method that involved elderly people from Tresna Werdha Teratai Palembang, South Sumatera, Indonesia who were selected based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria (n=38) from December 2018 to February 2019. Treatment provided was a low impact aerobic exercise 3 times a week for 5 weeks. Dementia was then measured before and after treatment using the Mini-mental State Examination (MMSE). The mean values of gymnastics before the treatment and after the treatment were 18.36±4.559 and 19.69±5.724, respectively. A p value of 0.000 was obtained using the Wilcoxon test. In summary, low impact aerobic exercise influences the cognitive function of the elderly with dementia.
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Introduction

The elderly population size had increased from 14.4 million people (7.18%) in 2000 to 16.8 million people (7.78%) and 23.9 million people (9.77%) in 2010. However, a decrease is seen in 2017. There were 23.66 million elderly people in Indonesia (9.03%) and the estimated elderly population size in 2020 is 28.8 million people (11.34%). In 2010, South Sumatra province had 454,554 senior citizens, which then increased to 582,643 in 2016. This province has an estimated annual population increase of about 60 thousand people with around 7% are elderly people.1

The increasing number of elderly people brings the consequence of increasing age-related common disorders, such as age-related cognitive function decline. Among elderly people, at least 10% of those over 65 years old and 50% of those over 80 years old experience a decline in cognitive functions that varies from the cognitive decline due to normal aging (age-associated memory impairment/AAMI) to a mild cognitive decline (mild cognitive impairment/MCI) and dementia.2

Data regarding health problems experienced by the elderly show that the biggest health problem among elderly people is degenerative diseases, including dementia.3 Dementia is a syndrome caused by a disease or brain disorder that is usually chronic and progressive in nature and affects multiple higher cognitive cortical functions, including memory, thinking ability, orientation, comprehension, arithmetic, learning ability, language, and value power (judgment).4,5 Decreased cognitive functions in the form of dementia can be inhibited by taking preventive measures.

Various literature has revealed that physical exercise provides great health benefits. Exercise does not only prevent and reduce symptoms of various diseases but also clinically plays a role in healing and recovery from diseases.6–8

One of the preventive measures that can be implemented by the elderly is aerobic exercises to increase their physical activities.9 Low impact aerobic exercise is the type of low-intensity aerobic exercise suitable for the elderly.

Previous research conducted by Cai et al.10 shows that sports interventions for 4 weeks positively affect the cognitive function in Alzheimer’s patients aged over 70 years which is evident from the increase in the Mini-mental State Examination (MMSE) value from 19 before the intervention to 20 after the intervention. This shows that sports interventions positively affect cognitive functions.10 This study aimed to determine the effect of low impact aerobic exercise on the elderly with dementia.

Methods

This was a quasi-experimental pretest-posttest one group study performed from December 2018 to February 2019 on 38 elderly people in Tresna Werdha Teratai Palembang, which is a nursing home for the Elderly in South Sumatera, Indonesia. Participants were recruited using the total sampling method in which all elderly people who met the inclusion criteria were included. The inclusion criteria used were elderly with dementia (MMSE≤24), able to walk without any assistive device, minimum education of elementary school, willing to voluntarily participate in the study, as evident by signing the informed consent, to do routine gymnastic exercise 3 times a week for 5 weeks at Tresna Werdha Teratai Palembang.

The low impact aerobic gymnastic program assigned to the participants consisted of warming up (10 minutes), core exercise comprising various aerobic movements (30 minutes), and cooling down (10 minutes). Data were collected before and after the low impact aerobic exercise using the MMSE to assess the cognitive function. The MMSE is a widely used test for assessing elderly cognitive function. It includes tests of orientation, attention, memory, language, and visuospatial skills. The MMSE test includes simple questions and problems in some areas: time and place of test, repeating list of words, arithmetic including serial sevens, language use and comprehension, and basic motor skill.11

Data collected were processed by using a computer program system and then analyzed univariately to understand the average cognitive function of the elderly before and after gymnastics. Bivariate analyses using paired t test and Wilcoxon test as the alternative test were used to determine the effects of low impact aerobic exercise on the cognitive function of elderly people with dementia. Results were considered significant if p value<0.05.
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Table 1 showed cognitive function mean values before and after low impact gymnastics. It is apparent that the 38 respondents presented different mini-mental status (MMSE) scores between before (18.36±4.559, \( p \) value=0.003) and after the low impact aerobic physical activity (19.69±5.724, \( p \) value=0.002). This proved that the data gained did not follow the normal distribution.

The Wilcoxon test on data from 38 respondents presented a \( p \) value of 0.000 (\( p<0.05 \)), meaning that the low impact aerobic exercise in this study affected the cognitive function of the elderly with dementia (Table 2).

### Table 1 Cognitive Function Mean Values before and after Low Impact Gymnastics

| Gymnastics | Mean±SD (n=38) | \( p \) Value* |
|------------|----------------|----------------
| Before     | 18.36±4.559    | 0.003          |
| After      | 19.69±5.724    | 0.002          |

Note: Shapiro-Wilk test

### Table 2 Effect of Low Impact Aerobic Gymnastics on Cognitive Function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive Function</th>
<th>( p ) Value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before gymnastics</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After gymnastics</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Wilcoxon test

Discussion

This study found that the routine low impact aerobic exercises increased the cognitive functions of elderly people with dementia (\( p \) value=0.000). This is in line with the finding of a study conducted by Rohana stating the influence of aerobic physical activities on cognitive function in the elderly with dementia. Besides, another study conducted by Yolanda and Fatmawati suggested a significant difference in the cognitive function of the elderly before and after doing aerobic physical activities in the form of brain vitality exercises. Hence, it can be stated aerobic physical activities indeed influence the cognitive function of the elderly with dementia.

In contrast, several studies have suggested that there is no increase in the cognitive function of the elderly after doing exercises. One study on 141 women and 45 men who did exercises for 4 months obtained a \( p \) value of 0.11, which means that the exercise does not affect the cognitive functions of these elderly people. This may relate to the severity of dementia condition suffered by the participants, as well as the duration and frequency of the exercise. It is commonly understood that 85\% of the lack of effect on cognitive function is caused by the type of dementia that is a post-stroke vascular dementia with lesions in several parts of the brain lobes.

A study in Ngasrep village shows that routine physical exercises result in a significant influence on the cognitive performance of older people who visited the posyandu (integrated health post) routinely. A meta-analysis involving 29 randomized controlled trials of healthy elderly people without dementia found that aerobic exercises improved cognitive functions including memory, attention, speed of information processing, and executive functions.

A beneficial effect on the cognitive functions of the elderly with dementia has been linked to physical exercise activities. Aerobic exercise influences the Papez circuit limbic system, especially at the relay station as neural impulses received at this station are influenced by several neurotransmitters, like norepinephrine, dopamine, and acetylcholine. The aerobic physical activities can activate the hypothalamus to synthesize corticotropin-releasing factors (CRFs), which will influence the release of neurotransmitters like acetylcholine, serotonin, dopamine, and norepinephrine. This, in turn, will affect the impulse of the Papez circuit. The impulse will travel through the arch of the fornix to the corpus of mamillare and then will be delivered to the anterior nucleus of the thalamus, which will project it into the cinguli gyrus thereby increasing nerve growth factor (NGF) and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) in the cinguli gyrus, hippocampus, and dentate gyrus. Furthermore, the CRF synthesized by the hypothalamus will be sent to the pituitary to synthesize adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) and this ACTH will later be sent to the adrenal gland to synthesize the cortisol hormone that increases the memory consolidation. Aerobic physical activities change the blood flow; thereby...
increasing the intake of oxygen and glucose, as well as lipid metabolism, to the brain that reduces the process of ischemia and damages to the microvascular (reperfusion injury). It also reduces the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) which are destructive and tends to form free radicals. Hence, the NGF and BDNF of the nerve cells increase and they provide a protective effect for cell neurons as well as reducing the amyloid build-up on neurons that can cause an increase in cognitive abilities in elderly people.22,23

Physical activities also improve the physical capacity of patients with dementia. Multiple exercises that are combined into physical activity for patients with dementia have shown to have the largest effect. Therefore, a physical activity program that includes various activities is recommended to be included in the treatment for elderly patients with dementia.24,25 It is expected that the findings of this study will be able to provide inputs when considering treatment for people with dementia, especially in taking the advantage of the low impact exercise as an alternative approach to improve memory among elderly people.

Conclusion

Low impact aerobic exercises improve the cognitive functions of elderly people with dementia in Tresna Werdha Teratai Palembang, South Sumatera, Indonesia.
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